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Politicising the
strawberry
A Japanese Olympic curler�s comment
on a South Korean-grown strawberry
has caused a multinational dispute
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to repair the damage after a political public
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The unnamed team member declared the
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between the countries but added that
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for their high yields and sweet fruits. A
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which resurfaced a decades-long dispute

treaty was signed in 2002 allowing foreign
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over
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He told the Wall Street Journal that it
shouldn’t be the source of a dispute
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for protection in Korea but didn’t come in
to effect until 2012. During that time local
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Korean farmers developed hybrids of the

declined to comment on the matter due to
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enjoying Japanese grown strawberries last
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The Wall Street Journal reported that the

Tuesday, after a fluster of comments online
and via media, backlashing praise for the

Japan takes its fruit industry very seriously

Korean-grown fruit.

and has a niche in high quality luxury
fruits. Tsutomu
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